Introduction {#s1}
============

The HIV-1 envelope (Env) glycoprotein trimer, a trimer of gp120-gp41 heterodimers, is the infectious machinery that targets host cell receptors CD4 and CCR5/CXCR4 to mediate fusion between the viral and host membranes ([@bib74]). As the only viral protein on the surface of HIV-1 virions, Env trimer is the sole target of neutralizing antibodies that prevent infection of host cells ([@bib40]).

Although an infected host produces antibodies against HIV-1 Env, most are non-neutralizing or exhibit strain-specific neutralization that is ineffective in the face of HIV's ability to create resistant variants through rapid mutation ([@bib40]). Only a subset of HIV-1--infected individuals produce potent and broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs) ([@bib28]; [@bib32]), which can protect against and suppress infection in animal models ([@bib27]; [@bib3]; [@bib59]) and exhibit antiviral activity in human clinical trials ([@bib8], [@bib9]; [@bib37]). HIV-1 bNAbs differ from most other antibodies in several ways. First, unlike most humoral immune responses, bNAbs usually take 1--3 years to develop ([@bib28]; [@bib32]). Second, nearly all HIV-1 bNAbs exhibit high levels of somatic mutation, and many of these antibodies include long heavy chain complementarity determining region 3 (CDRH3) loops ([@bib72]). These unusual features appear to be a significant barrier to eliciting such antibodies by immunization.

HIV-1 bNAbs have been mapped to distinct epitopes on HIV-1 Env including the variable 1 and 2 (V1V2) and variable 3 (V3) loops, the CD4 binding site (CD4bs) on gp120, the gp120-gp41 interface, and regions of gp41 including the membrane-proximal external region and fusion peptide ([@bib40]; [@bib32]; [@bib72]; [@bib6]). The V1V2 epitope is of interest because this region of gp120 undergoes large structural changes after binding to the primary receptor CD4: the interaction between CD4 and the gp120 portion of Env trimer stabilizes an open Env conformation that can interact with a chemokine receptor to induce further conformational changes resulting in insertion of the fusion peptide on gp41 into the target cell membrane ([@bib74]). Structures of soluble native-like Env trimers in the closed, prefusion state ([@bib16]; [@bib20]; [@bib22]; [@bib29]; [@bib31]; [@bib38]; [@bib46]; [@bib53]; [@bib61]; [@bib68]) showed that the V1V2 regions from the three gp120s interact around the trimer axis of symmetry to form a top layer of the trimer that shields V3 and the coreceptor binding site. In the CD4-bound state, the gp120 protomers are separated from each other ([@bib35]; [@bib64]), and the V1V2 loops are displaced by \~40 Å from the trimer apex to interact with CD4 on the sides of the trimer ([@bib67]).

Structural studies of V1V2 bNAbs include crystal structures of bNAb Fabs bound to monomeric V1V2 scaffolds ([@bib18]; [@bib41]; [@bib45]; [@bib43]) and a low resolution single-particle EM structure of the V1V2 bNAb PG9 bound to a soluble, native-like Env trimer ([@bib23]). Crystal structures of monomeric V1V2 scaffolds bound to PG9 or to its PG16 relative revealed the V1V2 loop structure as a Greek key motif containing four β-strands that was recognized by the V1V2 bNAbs largely through interactions in which a long CDRH3 from the Fab reached through the Env glycan shield to contact a protein epitope in the V2 loop ([@bib41]; [@bib45]). The EM structure and complementary biophysical studies indicated that, unlike bNAbs in other epitope classes that bind symmetrically to Env trimers with three Fabs per trimer, only one PG9 bound per Env trimer, resulting in an asymmetric quaternary epitope at the Env apex ([@bib23]). Recent cryo-EM structures of Env trimer complexes with the V1V2 bNAb PGT145 also revealed one V1V2 Fab per Env trimer and details of quaternary contacts spanning the three gp120 protomers of Env ([@bib36]; [@bib34]).

A new V1V2 bNAb, BG1, was isolated along with bNAbs targeting non-overlapping sites on Env from an HIV-1 controller who developed elite levels of HIV-1 neutralizing activity ([@bib14]). We characterized the binding properties of BG1 by performing biophysical studies to determine its stoichiometry of binding to an HIV-1 Env trimer and by solving structures of the BG1 Fab and a BG1 Fab-Env trimer complex. BG1 differs from other V1V2 antibodies in that two BG1 Fabs bind per Env trimer to create a previously-unseen form of asymmetric recognition of the V1V2 loops at the Env trimer apex. This form of recognition does not require a protruding CDRH3, as found in other V1V2 bNAbs, and the BG1 epitope on Env trimer differs from previously-characterized V1V2 epitopes. The BG1 paratope may therefore represent a new target for HIV-1 vaccine development ([@bib13]).

Results {#s2}
=======

Crystal structure of BG1 Fab {#s2-1}
----------------------------

The heavy chains (HCs) of V1V2-directed bNAbs isolated from multiple donors contain long (28--35 residues) anionic CDRH3 loops ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) that include sulfated/sulfonated tyrosines ([@bib41]; [@bib45]; [@bib43]; [@bib66], [@bib65]; [@bib4]; [@bib11]). Structural studies of V1V2 bNAbs showed that the protruding CDRH3 is used to penetrate through the glycan shield on Env surrounding the Asn160~gp120~ and Asn156~gp120~ N-glycans to contact basic residues in the V2 loop ([@bib18]; [@bib41]; [@bib45]; [@bib43]; [@bib44]; [@bib47]). The BG1 CDRH3 length, 22 residues, is shorter than CDRH3 loops in other V1V2 bNAbs ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), but longer than typical human antibody CDRH3s for which the most common length is 14 residues ([@bib62]). A 2.0 Å crystal structure of unbound BG1 Fab ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) revealed that, in contrast to the protruding CDRH3s in other V1V2 bNAbs, the BG1 CDRH3 does not extend notably beyond the antigen-binding site surface ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The relatively compact CDRH3 of BG1 results from folding into an irregular structure whose conformation is stabilized by Tyr100C~CDRH3~ interactions with protein backbone atoms in CDRH1 and CDRH3 and by water-mediated H-bonds involving other residues ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). None of the four tyrosines within the BG1 CDRH3 (Tyr100A~CDRH3~, Tyr100C~CDRH3~, Tyr100J~CDRH3~ and Tyr100L~CDRH3~) or within other CDRs show electron density for a sulfate group ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, the CRH3s of other V1V2 bNAbs form stable subdomains involving regions of two-stranded β-sheet ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), sometimes containing sulfated tyrosine sidechains (e.g., PG9's Tyr100G~CDRH3~ and Tyr100H~CDRH3~) that interact with basic residues within V1V2 ([@bib41]; [@bib45]; [@bib36]).10.7554/eLife.27389.002Figure 1.Comparison of BG1 and other V1V2 bNAbs.(**A**) Sequences of the HCs of BG1 and representative other V1V2 bNAbs. Residue numbering (Kabat) refers to BG1, and the CDRs were defined using AbM ([@bib62]). (**B**) Crystal structure of BG1 Fab with highlighted CDRs. (**C**) Space-filling representations of antigen-binding site of BG1 in two orientations with CDRs highlighted. (**D**) Hydrogen bonds (dotted yellow lines) contributing to compact structure of CDRH3. Water molecules shown as red spheres. (**E**) Top: Space-filling representations of V~H~-V~L~ domains of selected V1V2 bNAbs (BG1: this study; PG9: PDB 3U4E; PG16: PDB 3 MUG; PGT145: PDB 3U1S; CH03: PDB 5ESV; VRC26.03: PDB 4OD1). Residues within CDRs are highlighted. CDRH3 (middle) and CDRH2 (bottom) loops shown in ribbon (left) and space-filling (right) representations. Electrostatic potentials are shown on the space filling representations using blue and red for positive and negative electrostatic potentials, respectively.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.002](10.7554/eLife.27389.002)10.7554/eLife.27389.003Figure 1---figure supplement 1.Electron densities for tyrosines within BG1 Fab CDRs.(**A**) Tyrosine residues located within the antigen binding site are shown in stick representation together with their electron densities (contoured at 1.0 σ) from a 2F~o~--F~c~ simulated annealing composite omit map.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.003](10.7554/eLife.27389.003)10.7554/eLife.27389.004Table 1.BG1 Fab crystal structure data collection and refinement statistics.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.004](10.7554/eLife.27389.004)354BG1**Data collection**BeamlineSSRL 12--2Wavelength0.9795 ÅTemperature (°K)100Space groupP3~2~21Cell dimensions* a*, *b*, *c* (Å)95.6, 95.6, 103.9 α, β, γ (°)90, 90, 120Resolution (Å)82.82--2.00 (2.05--2.00)\**R*~merge~0.11 (.98)*R*~pim~0.07 (.72)*I* / σ*I*7.9 (1.6)*CC (1/2)*0.99 (.63)Completeness (%)100 (100)Redundancy5.5 (5.5)**Refinement**Resolution (Å)38.5--2.0 (2.05--2.00)No. reflections\
R~free~ Reflections37,357\
3724*R*~work~ / *R*~free~0.208/0.238No. atoms* *Protein3257* *Ligand/Solvent252*B*-factors* *Protein42* *Ligand/Solvent44* *Average42R.m.s. deviations* *Bond lengths (Å)0.007* *Bond angles (°)0.96[^3]

The CDRH2 loop of BG1 is two residues longer than CDRH2s of other V1V2 bNAbs ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and it extends further from the antigen-binding site than the CDRH2 loops of other V1V2 bNAbs. ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The combined effects of the relatively compact CDRH3 and protruding CDRH2 result in the BG1 antigen-binding site being more flat than the combining sites of other V1V1 bNAbs ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The BG1 CDRH2 includes a solvent-exposed tryptophan at position 52B ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) (lysine in the VH3-49\*04 germline sequence from which BG1 is derived). Protein-protein interfaces often include surface-exposed hydrophobic residues ([@bib10]; [@bib25]; [@bib69]), suggesting that the long CDRH2, and this residue in particular, could be involved in the binding interface of BG1 with Env.

Two BG1 Fabs bind per Env trimer {#s2-2}
--------------------------------

To characterize the BG1 interaction with Env, we determined the stoichiometry of binding of the BG1 Fab and Env trimer using size exclusion chromatography with multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS) and negative-stain EM single-particle analysis. SEC-MALS can be used to determine the stoichiometry of a complex by deriving the absolute molecular mass of the complex independent of shape and model ([@bib73]). In the SEC-MALS experiment, we incubated a fully glycosylated soluble native-like Env trimer (BG505 SOSIP.664 \[[@bib50]\]; hereafter called Env) with a 3-fold molar excess of a Fab from a V1V2 bNAb or with a Fab from the G52K5 variant of 8ANC195, a gp120-gp41--spanning bNAb ([@bib52]) (calculated assuming a molecular mass of 210 kDa for Env trimer). The molecular mass of the PG16 Fab--Env complex was consistent with a stoichiometry of 1 Fab per Env trimer ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), as previously shown by SEC-MALS and negative-stain EM for PG9 ([@bib23]), and the 8ANC195--Env complex stoichiometry was 3 Fabs per trimer ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with crystal and EM structures of 8ANC195--BG505 Env complexes ([@bib53]; [@bib67]). By contrast, the SEC-MALS profile for the BG1 Fab--Env complex indicated a stoichiometry of 2 Fabs per trimer ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.27389.005Figure 2.Fab-Env binding stoichiometries for V1V2 bNAbs.(**A**) SEC-MALS profiles for BG505 SOSIP.664 Env trimer and complexes of Env trimer with BG1, PG16, and 8ANC195 Fabs. The absorbance at 280 nm (left y-axis) is plotted against elution volume from a Superdex 200 10/300 GL gel filtration column and overlaid with the molar mass determined for each peak (right y-axis). Predicted and calculated molecular masses are shown in the table. (**B**) Negative-stain single particle EM reconstructions BG1-Env-8ANC195, PG9-Env-8ANC195, and PG16-Env-8ANC195 complexes. EM density was fit with coordinates for the indicated Fabs and for BG505 Env trimer. (**C**) Density and coordinates from the BG1-Env portion of the BG1-Env-8ANC195 reconstruction (density for 8ANC195 Fabs removed) with coordinates for the indicated Fabs superimposed. The Env trimer portion from EM structures of complexes of PGT145-Env (PDB 5U1F), PG9-Env (panel B), or PG16-Env (panel B) were superimposed with the Env trimer portion of the BG1-Env-8ANC195 structure (panel B).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.005](10.7554/eLife.27389.005)10.7554/eLife.27389.006Figure 2---source data 1.Molar neutralization ratios (MNRs) for select bNAbs (MNR = \[IC~50~ Fab (nM)/IC~50~ IgG (nM)\].The geometric mean MNR was calculated for each bNAb on a set of 25--30 HIV-1 strains with measured IC~50~s values for both Fab and IgG forms. The measure of variation of the MNRs across strains is the geometric standard deviation, which is the exponential of the standard deviation of the logarithms of the individual MNRs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.006](10.7554/eLife.27389.006)10.7554/eLife.27389.007Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Negative-stain EM structures of V1V2 bNAb-Env-8ANC195 complexes.(**A--C**) 2D class averages and the final structures after refinement for BG1-Env-8ANC195 (panel A), PG16-Env-8ANC195 (panel B), and PG9-Env-8ANC195 (panel C). (**D**) Gold-standard FSC for each structure.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.007](10.7554/eLife.27389.007)

To confirm the conclusions from the SEC-MALS experiments, we examined the structures of BG1-Env-8ANC195, PG9-Env-8ANC195, and PG16-Env-8ANC195 complexes by negative-stain EM. Single-particle 3D reconstructions of these complexes at resolutions between 27 Å and 32 Å resolution ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}) revealed three 8ANC195 Fabs bound to BG505 Env trimer in the expected positions at the gp120-gp41 interface ([@bib53]; [@bib67]; [@bib52]) of each complex. The BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex showed density for two BG1 Fabs per Env trimer, while the PG9-Env-8ANC195 and PG16-Env-8ANC195 complexes each showed density for one Fab per trimer ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The positions of the single PG9 and PG16 Fabs at the apex of Env trimer were similar to each other and to a previous negative-stain PG9-Env structure ([@bib23]), whereas the BG1 Fabs bound Env in an orientation distinct from the orientations of PGT145 ([@bib36]; [@bib34]), PG9, and PG16 ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Comparison of neutralization potencies of Fab and IgG forms of BG1 {#s2-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The close proximity of two BG1 Fabs at the apex of Env trimer ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) raised the possibility that BG1 IgG binds bivalently to Env trimer, which would result in increased avidity due to intra-spike crosslinking ([@bib26]; [@bib15]). To evaluate this possibility, we compared the neutralization potencies of IgG and Fab forms of BG1 across multiple viral strains using in vitro neutralization assays ([@bib42]) and calculated the molar neutralization ratio (MNR) for BG1 (defined as \[IC~50~ Fab (nM)/IC~50~ IgG (nM)\]; \[[@bib26]\]). This ratio would be 2.0 in the absence of avidity effects from intra-spike crosslinking or inter-spike crosslinking (which we argued is rare due to the low numbers and densities of spikes on HIV-1 virions \[[@bib26]; [@bib15]\]), and no steric effects that would increase neutralization potencies for the larger IgGs versus the smaller Fabs ([@bib26]). Viruses with densely-packed spikes can exhibit MNRs over 1000 ([@bib26]), whereas mean MNRs for anti-HIV-1 bNAbs tend to be low ([@bib26]; [@bib15]; [@bib70]).

We found that the geometric mean MNR for BG1 was 8.4, sd~geom~ (geometric standard deviation) = 2.4 ([Figure 2---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To put this result into context, we derived MNRs using published data ([@bib15]; [@bib70]) for bNAbs that should not be capable of bivalent binding to a single Env trimer: PG9 and PG16 (because only one Fab binds per trimer), and the CD4bs bNAbs VRC01 and 3BNC60, whose adjacent epitopes on neighboring gp120s are located in positions that would not permit simultaneous binding by both Fabs of an IgG. The mean MNRs for these bNAbs were comparable to the mean MNR for BG1 (PG9: 6.0, sd~geom~ = 4.1; PG16: 10.3, sd~geom~ = 3.4; VRC01: 4.8, sd~geom~ = 3.1; 3BNC60: 8.1, sd~geom~ = 3.2) (Figure 2---figure supplement 2). By contrast, the mean MNR for a 3BNC60-based reagent that exhibited neutralization potency increases suggestive of intra-spike crosslinking (a bivalent form of 3BNC60 in which two 3BNC60 Fabs were joined by a double-stranded DNA linker \[[@bib15]\]) was 141, sd~geom~ = 2.1. These results suggest that, like other natural HIV-1 bNAbs, BG1 IgG does not bind bivalently to Env trimers during neutralization.

Cryo-EM structures of BG1-Env-8ANC195 and PG9-Env-8ANC195 complexes {#s2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to explore the details of how two BG1 Fabs bind asymmetrically to the three V1V2 loops in an Env trimer, we used single-particle cryo-EM to solve the structure of a BG1-Env complex. A single-particle reconstruction of a BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex with two BG1 Fabs per Env trimer was obtained at a resolution of \~6.2 Å (calculated using the 0.143 gold-standard Fourier shell coefficient cutoff criterion) ([@bib55]) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"};[Figure 3---figure supplements 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}; [Video 1](#media1){ref-type="other"}; [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). To interpret the structure, the coordinates of BG1 Fab (this study) and 8ANC195 Fab (PDB code 4P9M) were fit by rigid body docking into the cryo-EM densities, after which the coordinates for three gp41 monomers (PDB 5FUU) ([@bib33]) and three gp120 monomers (PDB 5T3X) ([@bib20]) were fit independently ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Coordinates for ordered N-linked glycans from a natively-glycosylated BG505 Env trimer structure (PDB 5T3X) ([@bib20]) were fit separately as rigid bodies at potential N-linked glycosylation sites (PNGSs) at which EM density was apparent ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). After initial rigid body docking, refinement of the protein portions of the complex was carried out with geometric restraints for protein and N-glycan residues ([@bib1]; [@bib2]). Unlike the PG9 Fab, in which the CDRH3 loop is ordered only when bound to the V1V2 scaffold ([@bib41]), the CDRH3 of BG1 was ordered in both the unbound ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and bound ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) states. Within the limits of the resolution of the cryo-EM structure, the CDRH3 and CDRH2 loops of BG1_A and BG1_B adopted the same conformation as their counterparts in the unbound BG1 crystal structure ([Figure 3C,D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, the relatively compact CDRH3 loop observed in the unbound BG1 crystal structure ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) was maintained in the 2:1 BG1-Env structure ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.27389.008Figure 3.\~6.2 Å cryo-EM reconstruction of a BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex.(**A**) EM density fit by coordinates for BG1_A (HC in brown; LC in yellow), BG1_B (HC in dark gray; LC in light gray), gp120s associated with BG1_A and BG1_B Fabs in purple and cyan, respectively; gp120_C in green, gp41 in orange, and 8ANC195 Fabs in dark blue (HC) and light blue (LC). (**B**) Close-up views of densities contoured at 6.0σ (0.0378 e/Å^3^) for glycans attached to Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ in the three gp120 protomers of Env trimer. Glycan residues built into the cryo-EM map densities are shown as sticks with oxygen atoms in red and nitrogen atoms in blue. (**C, D**) Close-up views of densities contoured at 6.0σ (0.0378 e/Å^3^) surrounding CDRH3 (panel C) and CDRH2 (panel D) in BG1-gp120_A and BG1_B-gp120_B interactions. Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans are shown as sticks. CDRH2 residue Trp54 ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) is identified with an arrow.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.008](10.7554/eLife.27389.008)10.7554/eLife.27389.009Figure 3---figure supplement 1.Cryo-EM data processing for the BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex structure.(**A**) Representative micrograph. Examples of complex particles are boxed. The accumulated dose and defocus values were \~80 e-/Å^2^ and \~1.8 µm underfocus. (**B**) CTF fitting of the left micrograph (generated using CTFFIND4) shows a good fit to 4.9 Å. (**C**) Data processing scheme. 2D classification of autopicked particles resulted in 76K particles that were 3D classified using a low-pass-filtered negative-stain 2:1 BG1-Env EM structure as a reference model. The particles from the best three 3D classes were refined to 6.18 Å resolution. One 3D class showed three BG1 bound to each Env trimer (see [Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). The particles in 6.18 Å reconstruction were further 3D classified with the Fab C~H~C~L~ domains masked out. Then the best two 3D classes were refined to 6.18 Å resolution. (**E**) Gold-standard FSCs of reconstructions generated using different strategies (see [Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). (**F**) Local resolution estimation. The complex is shown from top (left), side (middle), and bottom (right) views.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.009](10.7554/eLife.27389.009)10.7554/eLife.27389.010Figure 3---figure supplement 2.Validation of the 2:1 and 3:1 BG1-Env structures.(**A**) Gold-standard FSCs of 2:1 BG1-Env reconstructions generated using different strategies. (**B**) Orientation distribution of the 6.2 Å 2:1 BG1-Env reconstruction without masking out Fab C~H~C~L~ domains. (**C**) Local resolution estimation for the 2:1 BG1-Env structure. The complex is shown from top (left), side (middle), and bottom (right) views. (**D**) Cryo-EM map contoured to show densities for α-helices (red); other secondary structures shown in grey. (**E**) 27 Å cryo-EM structure of a 3:1 BG1-Env complex. Cryo-EM map with fitted components are shown from side (left) and top (middle) views. Right: Gold-standard FSC indicating 27 Å resolution for the reconstruction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.010](10.7554/eLife.27389.010)Video 1.\~6.2 Å Cryo-EM reconstruction of BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex.Color scheme follows [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}: BG1 Fabs are shades of yellow (BG1_A) and gray (BG1_B); gp120s are purple (gp120_A), cyan (gp120_B), and green (gp120_C); gp41 is orange, and 8ANC195 Fabs are shades of blue.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.011](10.7554/eLife.27389.011)10.7554/eLife.27389.01110.7554/eLife.27389.012Table 2.BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex cryo-EM structure data collection and model statistics.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.012](10.7554/eLife.27389.012)Data collection/processingMicroscopeTitan kriosVoltage300 kVCameraGatan K2 SummitCamera modecountingDefocus range1.5--3.5Exposure time15 sDosage rate2.92 electrons⋅pixel^−1^⋅subframe^−1^Magnified pixel size1.35Total Dose (e/A2)80ReconstructionSoftwareRelion-1.4SymmetryC1Particles refinedResolution(automask, Å)6.18Resolution(masked out Fab CHCL domains, Å)6.18Map sharpening B-factor (Å2)−24.7274Model StatisticsMap CC (whole unit cell):0.931Map CC (around atoms):0.731All-atom clashscore17.66Ramachandran plot:outliers:0.44%allowed:7.44%favored:92.12%rmsd (bonds):0.01rmsd (angles):1.11Rotamer outliers:0.85%C-beta deviations:0

A 27 Å BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex with three BG1 Fabs per Env trimer (3:1 BG1-Env) was also reconstructed from a minor subset of the total particles (\<10%) ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}), and coordinates were fit to the density by rigid body refinement ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}).

We also solved an 11.5 Å single-particle cryo-EM reconstruction of a PG9-Env-8ANC195 complex ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). As described for the BG1-Env-8ANC195 cryo-EM structure, coordinates of PG9 Fab (PDB 3U36) were fit, after which gp120 and gp41 subunits were fit independently. Since the CDRH3 of unliganded PG9 Fab (PDB 3U36) is disordered, we modeled the unliganded PG9 coordinates and the ordered CDRH3 from the PG9 Fab in the PG9-V1V2 scaffold structure (PDB 3U4E) ([@bib41]) separately into the EM density. The position of the single PG9 Fab on Env trimer in the cryo-EM structure was consistent with negative-stain structures reported here and previously ([@bib23]). The angle of approach of the PG9 Fab was different in the PG9-Env interaction predicted from modeling the PG9 Fab-monomeric V1V2 scaffold structure ([@bib41]) onto Env trimer versus in the PG9-Env EM structure ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), likely due to accommodating glycans in a neighboring gp120 protomer in the trimeric Env that are not present in a monomeric V1V2 scaffold.10.7554/eLife.27389.013Figure 4.\~11.5 Å cryo-EM reconstruction of a PG9-Env-8ANC195 complex.(**A**) EM density fit by coordinates for PG9 (HC in dark gray; LC in light gray), gp120 subunits in dark blue, cyan, and green, gp41 in orange, and 8ANC195 Fabs in dark blue (HC) and light blue (LC). (**B**) Density and coordinates from the PG9-Env portion of the PG9-Env-8ANC195 reconstruction (density for 8ANC195 Fabs removed) with coordinates for the PG9 Fab from the PG9-V1V2 scaffold structure (PDB 3U4E) superimposed. When the V1V2 scaffold from the PG9-V1V2 complex structure was superimposed with the V1V2 portion of the PG9-Env-8ANC195 structure (panel A), the angle of approach of the PG9 Fab differs from the angle observed in the PG9-Env structure. (**C**) Hypothetical model of three PG9 Fabs bound per Env trimer. One PG9 Fab (PG9_A) is shown its experimentally-determined position from the PG9-Env-8ANC195 structure interacting mainly with gp120_A on Env trimer (view looking down the trimer three-fold axis). The V~H~-V~L~ domains for second and third PG9 Fabs (PG9 model) were positioned onto the gp120_B and gp120_C subunits assuming the interaction observed for PG9_A with gp120_A. Predicted van der Waals clashes (red dots) were calculated using the show_bumps module in Pymol ([@bib57]).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.013](10.7554/eLife.27389.013)10.7554/eLife.27389.014Figure 4---figure supplement 1.Cryo-EM data processing for PG9-Env-8ANC195 complex structure.(**A**) Data processing scheme. 2D classification of autopicked particles resulted in 12 K particles that were 3D classified using a low-pass-filtered negative-stain PG9-Env-8ANC195 EM structure as a reference model. The particles from the best class were refined to 11.5 Å resolution. (**B**) Orientation distribution of the reconstruction. (**C**) Local resolution estimation. The complex is shown from top (left), side (middle), and bottom (right) views. (**D**) Gold-standard FSC indicating 11.5 Å resolution for the reconstruction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.014](10.7554/eLife.27389.014)

Comparison of BG1 and PG9 epitopes and paratopes {#s2-5}
------------------------------------------------

The 6.2 Å BG1-Env-8ANC195 structure with two BG1 Fabs (2:1 BG1-Env) showed interactions with two of the three gp120 protomers within Env trimer. To distinguish the structurally-distinct gp120 and BG1 subunits within the 2:1 BG1-Env structure, we defined the two gp120 subunits of Env that interact with BG1 Fabs as gp120_A and gp120_B, the corresponding BG1 Fabs as BG1_A and BG1_B, and the third gp120 subunit, which showed no contacts with BG1 Fabs, as gp120_C ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.27389.015Figure 5.Comparison of BG1 and PG9 epitopes and paratopes.(**A**) Epitopes on Env trimer (top view surface representations) were defined as protein or glycan residues whose Cα (for protein) or C1 (for glycans) atom was within 7 Å of the bound Fab. Contacts on Env are color-coded to indicate which CDR loop made the contact (CDRH3 in red, CDRH2 in green, and CDRH1 in dark blue). Glycans are shown as sticks with a nearby label to identify the glycan as attached to either Asn156~gp120~ or Asn160~gp120~, and locations of residues of interest (Lys168~gp120~, Lys169~gp120~, and Gln130~gp120~) are indicated by black dots. Center box compares geometric mean IC~50~ values for BG1 and PG9 IgGs evaluated against HIV-1 strains either containing or not containing a PNGS at position 130 (number of HIV-1 strains indicated in the parentheses). IC~50~values \> 50 µg/mL set to 50 µg/mL for geometric mean calculations. (**B**) Paratopes on BG1_A, BG1_B, and PG9 Fabs indicated by spheres on ribbon representations of V~H~-V~L~ domains shown in two orientations related by a 90˚ rotation. CDRs are color coded as in panel A.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.015](10.7554/eLife.27389.015)10.7554/eLife.27389.016Figure 5---source data 1.In vitro neutralization data for BG1 and PG9 strains with and without N130 glycan.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.016](10.7554/eLife.27389.016)10.7554/eLife.27389.017Figure 5---figure supplement 1.Coverage curves for results of in vitro neutralization across panels of viruses that do or do not include a lysine at position 169~gp120~ (panel A) or a threonine at position 132~gp120~ (panel B).The number of strains used to calculate each curve is shown in parentheses in the key inside each graph.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.017](10.7554/eLife.27389.017)

To compare the BG1-Env and PG9-Env interactions, we calculated approximate footprints of the each antibody on Env trimer (epitopes) and of Env on each antibody (paratopes). For the BG1-Env interaction, we used coordinates fit to the 6.2 Å BG1-Env structure, and for the PG9-Env interaction, we used coordinates fit to the 11.5 Å PG9-Env structure. To account for low resolution and/or modeling errors, we assigned contacts using a criterion of a distance of ≤7 Å between antibody-antigen Cα atoms for protein-protein contacts and ≤7 Å between protein Cα and glycan C1 atoms for antibody-antigen-glycan contacts. As shown in [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the contact analysis predicted that both Fabs reached through the glycan shield between the Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans to contact underlying V1V2 protein residues, but only PG9 made contacts with basic residues in a lysine-rich region of the V2 loop (Lys168~gp120~ and Lys169~gp120~). This prediction was validated by an analysis of in vitro neutralization data demonstrating that substitution of Lys169~gp120~ reduces neutralization potency for PG9, but has only minor effects on BG1 ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1A](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, substitution of Thr132~gp120~ had more of an effect on BG1 neutralization than on PG9 neutralization ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1B](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Predicted protein-protein contacts were mediated by different CDR loops for BG1 versus PG9: CDRH2 for BG1 and CDRH3 for PG9. Contacts with Env glycans were also made differently for BG1 and PG9: The Asn156~gp120~ glycan on both gp120_A and gp120_B was contacted by the BG1 CDRL1, and the Asn160~gp120~ glycan was contacted on both gp120s by the CDRH2 and CDRH3 loops of BG1 and also by the CDRL3 in the case of BG1_B. By contrast, PG9 contacted only the Asn160~gp120~ glycan on gp120_B, and these contacts were mediated exclusively by CDRH3. Examination of the paratopes on BG1 versus PG9 illustrated that BG1 uses several CDRs for interacting with Env, whereas PG9 uses only its protruding CDRH3 ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 6A,B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, Trp52B within CDRH2 of the BG1 heavy chain is in the vicinity of the protein portion of the V1V2 epitope ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.27389.018Figure 6.BG1 and PG9 interactions with V1V2.(**A**) BG1 interactions with N-linked glycans attached to Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ shown for BG1_A (left) and BG1_B (right). (**B**) PG9 interactions with N-linked glycans attached to Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ from PG9-Env cryo-EM structure reported here (left) and from the crystal structure of PG9-V1V2 scaffold (PDB 3U4E) (right). The position of the CDRH3 loop in the PG9-Env cryo-EM structure is shown by a dashed line representing the position of CDRH3 in the PG9-V1V2 scaffold structure.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.018](10.7554/eLife.27389.018)

Comparison of the BG1 and PG9 epitopes on Env trimer rationalize differences in their relative neutralization potencies across HIV-1 strains. To find Env sequence features that contribute to BG1 potency variations, we analyzed in vitro neutralization results using previously-described methods ([@bib71]). The analysis revealed that the presence of a potential N-linked glycosylation site (PNGS) at position 130 of gp120 correlated with weaker BG1 neutralization (geometric mean IC~50~ = 25.7 µg/mL for strains including PNGS 130, versus 1.5 µg/mL for strains lacking PNGS 130) ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 5---source data 1](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). PG9 was also more potent on strains lacking PNGS 130 (geometric mean IC~50~ = 0.76 µg/mL for strains including PNGS 130, versus 0.24 µg/mL for strains lacking PNGS 130); however, the difference was larger for BG1 (17-fold for BG1 versus 3-fold for PG9). This result is rationalized by the BG1 and PG9 epitopes on Env trimer: although residue 130 (Gln130~gp120~) is not part of a PNGS in the BG505 strain of Env in our structural studies, residue 130 lies directly within the protein region contacted by BG1, but is outside of the PG9 footprint ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that addition of an N-glycan at position 130 would more directly disrupt BG1 binding than PG9 binding.

Asymmetry of BG1-Env and PG9-Env complexes {#s2-6}
------------------------------------------

To identify important common features of the BG1_A--gp120_A and BG1_B--gp120_B interactions, we aligned the two BG1-gp120 complexes by superimposing either the protein coordinates of the two V1V2 regions ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) or by superimposing the Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans of gp120_A and gp120_B ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). When aligning the protein coordinates of the two V1V2 regions, the BG1 V~H~-V~L~ domains superimposed with a root mean square deviation (rmsd) of 7.7 Å for 435 Cα atoms. The rmsd for the same number of Cαatoms decreased to 2.9 Å when we superimposed the Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans of the two V1V2 regions. This comparison suggests that glycan contacts play a larger role than protein contacts in determining how BG1 recognizes the V1V2 epitope on Env.10.7554/eLife.27389.019Figure 7.Asymmetry of BG1 interactions with Env trimer.(**A,B**) Superposition of the two BG1 binding sites in the 2:1 BG1-Env structure by aligning either the V1V2 regions of gp120_A and gp120_B (panel A) or the Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans within gp120_A and gp120_B (panel B). (**C**) Hypothetical model of three BG1 Fabs bound per Env trimer based on Fab orientations in the 2:1 BG1-Env structure. The BG1_A and BG_1 B Fabs are shown in their respective positions on the gp120_A and gp120_B subunits of Env trimer (view looking down the trimer three-fold axis). A third BG1 Fab (BG1 model) was positioned onto the gp120_C subunit assuming that it would interact with the Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans in the common interaction observed for BG1_A and BG1_B (panel B). Predicted van der Waals clashes (red dots) were calculated using the show_bumps module in Pymol ([@bib57]). (**D**) Positions of three BG1 Fabs in the 27 Å 3:1 BG1-Env structure (no predicted van der Waals clashes). (**E**) Comparison of BG1 Fab positions in the 2:1 BG1-Env structure (gray; the third Fab is from the model shown in panel C) and the 3:1 BG1-Env structure (green) after superimposing the BG1_A Fabs. (**F**) Model for binding of two BG1 Fabs to form the 2:1 BG1-Env structure. Panels 1 and 2: BG1_B binds first to the V1V2 epitope on gp120_B such that its CDRL1 interacts with the Asn160~gp120~ glycan from gp120_A. Panels 3 and 4: BG1_A recognizes the Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans from gp120_A. The flexible glycans are shifted away from the trimer 3-fold axis (indicated by arrows in the close-up view of the third panel) such that a potential clash with BG1_B is avoided.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.019](10.7554/eLife.27389.019)

To address why the 6.2 Å BG1-Env-8ANC195 structure shows two BG1 Fabs arranged asymmetrically on Env trimer, rather than three symmetrically-arranged BG1 Fabs, we used modeling to construct an Env complex containing a third BG1 Fab. The V~H~-V~L~ domains for a third BG1 Fab (BG1 model) were positioned onto the gp120_C subunit assuming that a third BG1 Fab would interact with the Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans in the common interaction observed for BG1_A and BG1_B ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Predicted van der Waals clashes (red dots) demonstrated that a third BG1 Fab cannot be accommodated on the Env trimer structure without steric clashing ([Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). However, as indicated by the minor population of Env trimers with three BG1 Fabs in the 3:1 BG1-Env structure ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}), binding of three Fabs is possible ([Figure 7D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). When three Fabs were bound, the Env trimer appeared more open than Env in the 2:1 BG1-Env structure, as shown by a comparison of the BG1 Fab positions in the 2:1 and 3:1 BG1-Env structures ([Figure 7E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#s3}
==========

The V1V2 epitope on HIV Env is targeted by bNAbs that make quaternary interactions that prevent opening of Env trimer to expose the V3 loop and coreceptor binding site, hence blocking conformational changes leading to fusion of the viral and host cell membranes ([@bib41]; [@bib45]; [@bib43]; [@bib66], [@bib65]; [@bib4]; [@bib11]). Quaternary interactions visualized thus far for V1V2 bNAbs involve the binding of a single Fab to the apex of Env trimer ([@bib23]; [@bib36]), but here we demonstrate that the stoichiometry of binding for the new V1V2 bNAb BG1 ([@bib14]) is two Fabs per Env trimer, with a minor population of 3:1 BG1-Env complexes ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}).

We previously noted that epitopes for HIV-1 bNAbs are located in positions not predicted to allow simultaneous binding of both Fabs from an IgG to a single Env trimer ([@bib26]; [@bib15]). By definition, the two Fabs in IgG forms of V1V2 bNAbs that exhibit a 1 Fab per Env trimer stoichiometry cannot bind with avidity to an Env trimer, and epitopes on HIV-1 Env that show a 3:1 Fab-Env stoichiometry are located in positions that are too far apart to allow simultaneous binding of both Fabs in an IgG to one Env ([@bib26]; [@bib15]). However, the V1V2 bNAb BG1 binds with a 2:1 Fab-Env stoichiometry to an epitope in close proximity on neighboring gp120 subunits at the apex of Env, suggesting that it might be possible for both Fabs of a single BG1 IgG to bind simultaneously to a single Env trimer. However, comparisons of neutralization potencies of BG1 Fab and IgG suggested that, as found for other HIV-1 bNAbs, potential avidity effects for BG1 IgG were marginal (Figure 2---figure supplement 2), consistent with no intra-spike crosslinking and only minimal inter-spike crosslinking or steric effects favoring an IgG over a Fab. The apparent absence of intra-spike crosslinking for BG1 IgG can be rationalized by the angle of approach the Fabs adopted in the 2:1 BG1-Env structure: adjacent Fabs were oriented such that they point away from each so that the C-termini of the C~H~1 domains (to which the N-terminus of an IgG Fc would be attached) are too far apart (\~85 Å) to be spanned by a natural IgG hinge region (e.g., the C-termini of the two Fabs in the crystal structure of intact IgG b12 ([@bib51]) (PDB 1HZH) are separated by \~18 Å). Thus it appears that HIV-1 Env has evolved to prevent bivalent binding by IgGs to Env trimer even when Fabs from two separate IgGs can bind to nearby epitopes.

Previously-characterized V1V2 bNAbs made primary interactions with Env that involved a long, negatively-charged CDRH3 that reached through the Env glycan shield to contact basic residues in the V2 loop ([@bib41]; [@bib45]; [@bib43]; [@bib23]; [@bib36]; [@bib66], [@bib65]; [@bib4]; [@bib11]). Although BG1 is directed against the same general region of Env, its epitope shows glycan interactions dominating over protein interactions, and the relatively long BG1 CDRH3 ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) is folded into a compact structure ([Figure 1D,E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) that is used to make contacts with Env glycans rather than Env protein residues ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The role of reaching through the glycan shield to contact protein residues is taken by BG1's unusually long CDRH2 ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in a different epitope footprint on Env than seen for typical V1V2 bNAbs such as PG9 ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Examination of the interactions of the two BG1 Fabs in the 2:1 BG1-Env complex solved by single particle cryo-EM suggests differences in the BG1_A and BG1_B interfaces with Env. The BG1_B Fab interacts not only with glycans on its primary subunit contact gp120_B; the complex structure also suggests a potential secondary interaction with the Asn160~gp120~ glycan on a neighboring subunit, gp120_A, using CDRL1 ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). By contrast to the BG1_B interactions with Env trimer, the 2:1 BG1-Env structure does not predict secondary contacts for BG1_A, a difference that may explain why BG1_A and BG1_B showed distinct angles of approach when we aligned the BG1_A--gp120_A and BG1_B--gp120_B complexes by superimposing the protein coordinates of the V1V2 regions ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Differences in the interactions of BG1_A and BG1_B with Env trimer suggests a model for BG1 Fab binding to Env ([Figure 7F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}): If BG1_B binds first to the V1V2 epitope on gp120_B, its CDRL1 could then interact with the Asn160~gp120~ glycan from gp120_A. After that, a second BG1 Fab, BG1_A, could recognize the Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans from gp120_A. Because of the interaction between the BG1_B CDRL1 and the Asn160~gp120~ glycan from gp120_A, the angle of approach of BG1_B is shifted further towards the Env trimer 3-fold axis as compared with the angle of approach of with BG1_A ([Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}; fourth panel). In this model, the intrinsic flexibility of N-linked glycans would allow BG1_A to capture an Env conformation in which the glycans are shifted away from the trimer 3-fold axis such that a potential clash with BG1_B is avoided. In this binding mode, a third BG1 Fab cannot bind because it would clash with BG1_B. However, if the Fabs can capture a more open state of Env trimer in the absence of CD4 binding, three Fabs can be accommodated ([Figure 7D,E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The low percentage of 3:1 BG1-Env complexes observed by cryo-EM ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}), despite incubation with a 9-fold molar excess of BG1 Fab (Materials and methods), suggests that formation of 3:1 BG1-Env complexes is rare.

Our direct comparisons of BG1-Env and PG9-Env stoichiometry and cryo-EM structures illustrate the diversity of bNAb recognition of the V1V2 epitope at the apex of HIV-1 Env trimer. These results provide new information relevant to design of immunogens to raise antibodies against V1V2 ([@bib13]), an important target because the V1V2 loops are critical for maintaining the closed Env trimer structure in which the coreceptor binding site is shielded and conformational changes leading to fusion of the viral and host cell membranes are prevented. The more typical form of V1V2 recognition, in which a protruding CDRH3 from, e.g., PG9, is used to reach through the Asn156~gp120~ and Asn160~gp120~ glycans to contact protein residues on the V2 loop, results in a more potent bNAb ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; Figure 5---figure supplement 2). By contrast, the BG1 mode of V1V2 recognition, which is less potent, relies more on glycan contacts using relatively compact CDRs, and BG1's contacts with V1V2 protein residues are more easily disrupted by glycosylation at PNGS 130 ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; Figure 5---figure supplement 2). Thus immunogens designed to raise bNAbs against the V1V2 epitope would likely require removal of the Asn130~gp120~ glycan in order to target both BG1- and PG9-style V1V2 bNAbs.

Material and methods {#s4}
====================

Protein expression and purification {#s4-1}
-----------------------------------

Fabs (BG1, PG9, PG16, and the G52K5 variant of 8ANC195 \[[@bib52]\]) and BG1 IgG were expressed and purified as described ([@bib54]). Briefly, IgGs and 6xHis-tagged Fabs were expressed by transient transfection of HC and LC expression plasmids into HEK293-6E cells. Fabs and BG1 IgG were purified from cell supernatants using Ni-NTA (GE Healthcare) (for Fabs) or protein A (GE Healthcare) (for IgG) affinity chromatography followed by SEC on a Superdex 200 16/60 column (GE Healthcare). Proteins were stored in 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, and 150 mM sodium chloride (TBS buffer) supplemented with 0.02% (wt/vol) sodium azide.

Structural studies of Fab-Env complexes were done using BG505 SOSIP.664, a soluble clade A gp140 trimer that includes 'SOS' substitutions (A501C~gp120~, T605C~gp41~), the 'IP' substitution (I559P~gp41~), the N-linked glycan sequence at residue 332~gp120~ (T332N~gp120~), an enhanced gp120-gp41 cleavage site (REKR to RRRRRR), and a stop codon after residue 664~gp41~ (Env numbering according to HX nomenclature) ([@bib50]). Protein was expressed in HEK293-6E cells (National Research Council of Canada) in the absence of kifunensine by transient transfection of plasmids encoding BG505 SOSIP and soluble furin at a ratio of 4:1 as previously described ([@bib20]). We isolated BG505 SOSIP protein from cell supernatants using a 2G12 immunoaffinity column made by covalently coupling 2G12 IgG monomer to an NHS-activated Sepharose column (GE Healthcare). Protein was eluted with 3M MgCl~2~ followed by immediate buffer exchange into Tris-buffered saline pH 8.0 (TBS), and trimers were purified using Superdex 200 16/60 s (GE Healthcare), and then stored in TBS.

V1V2 Fab-Env-8ANC195 complexes were prepared for negative-stain and cryo-EM by incubating purified Env with a 9-fold molar excess of V1V2 Fab (either BG1, PG9, or PG16) overnight at 4°C and then continuing the incubation with a 9-fold molar excess of 8ANC195 Fab. The ternary complex was isolated by SEC using a Superose 6 10/300 column (GE Healthcare).

X-ray structure determination {#s4-2}
-----------------------------

Crystals of BG1 Fab were obtained by combining 0.2 μL of a 10 mg/mL protein solution with 0.2 μL of 1.8 M ammonium sulfate, 0.1 M Bis-Tris pH 6.5, 2% v/v PEG 550 MME and 100 nM NDSB-256 at 20°C and cryoprotected in mother liquor supplemented with 20% (v/v) ethylene glycol. X-ray diffraction data were collected using a Pilatus 6M pixel detector (Dectris) at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource beamline 12--2. XDS was used to index, integrate and scale the data ([@bib24]), and the structure was refined to 1.9 Å by iteratively refining with Phenix ([@bib1]) and manual model building in Coot ([@bib12]). The BG1 Fab structure was solved by molecular replacement using 2909 Fab (PDB code 3PIQ) V~H~V~L~ with CDR loops removed and C~H~1C~L~ as search models. The final model (R~work~ = 18.9%, R~free~ = 21.2%) omits the following disordered residues: Ser146~HC~-Gly154~HC~, Gly210~HC~-Thr211~HC~, Lys234~HC~-Thr239~HC~, and Cys214~LC,~ and has 96.7%, 3.3% and 0% of residues in the favored, allowed and disallowed regions, respectively, of the Ramachandran plot ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Hydrogen bonds were assigned using the following criteria: a distance of \<3.5 Å, and an A-D-H angle of \>90˚. Structures were superimposed and figures generated with PyMOL ([@bib57]) and UCSF Chimera ([@bib48]). Rmsd calculations were done in PyMOL following pairwise Cα alignments without outlier rejection.

SEC-MALS {#s4-3}
--------

Purified Env, Fab, and Env-Fab complexes were characterized by SEC-MALS to determine absolute molecular masses ([@bib73]). 80 µL of 1 mg/mL BG505 SOSIP.664 was mixed with a 3-fold molar excess of Fab (PG16, BG1, or 8ANC195~G52K5~) relative to Env trimer, and the reaction volume brought up to 100 µL with sample buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0) and 150 mM NaCl. For controls, reactions containing individual components of BG505 SOSIP.664 or Fab were prepared in the same manner. The proteins or protein complexes were then equilibrated overnight at room temperature and injected onto a Superdex 200 10/300 GL gel-filtration chromatography column equilibrated with our sample buffer. The chromatography column was connected with an 18-angle light-scattering detector (DAWN HELEOS II; Wyatt Technology), a dynamic light-scattering detector (DynaPro Nanostar; Wyatt Technology), and a refractive index detector (Optilab t-rEX; Wyatt Technology). Data were collected at 25°C at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min every 1 s. The molecular mass of each protein or protein complex was obtained by data analysis using the program ASTRA 6.

Neutralization assays {#s4-4}
---------------------

Pseudovirus neutralization assays were conducted as described ([@bib42]) by the Collaboration for AIDS Vaccine Discovery (CAVD) core neutralization facility for calculation of MNRs (defined in \[[@bib26]\]) for BG1 (Figure 2---figure supplement 2). MNRs for other HIV-1 bNAbs came from data published in previous papers ([@bib15]; [@bib70]). Average IC~50~ values and MNRs are geometric means calculated using the formula (∏*a~i~)^(1/n)^; i = 1, 2, ..., n*. Geometric means are preferred statistics for data sets covering multiple orders of magnitude ([@bib58]), as is found for neutralization data across multiple viral strains. For calculating mean IC~50~ values, strains with reported IC~50~s of \>n µg/mL were included as n µg/mL. Geometric standard deviations were calculated as the exponential of the standard deviation of the logarithms of the individual MNRs.

Negative-stain EM data collection and processing {#s4-5}
------------------------------------------------

Purified V1V2 Fab-8ANC195-Env complexes (where the V1V2 Fab was either BG1, PG9, or PG16) were diluted to 10 µg/mL in TBS immediately before adding 3 µL to a glow discharged ultrathin C film on holey carbon support film, 400 mesh, Cu grids (Ted Pella, Inc.). Samples were stained with 3% uranyl acetate. Data were collected using FEI Tecnai T12 transmission electron microscope at 120 keV on a Gatan Ultrascan 2k x 2k CCD detector. Images were acquired using a 1 s exposure time at a nominal magnification of 42,000x at 1 µm defocus, resulting in 2.5 Å per pixel. Particles were picked using manual picking in EMAN2.1 ([@bib63]), and the CTF correction was done using EMAN2.1 ([@bib21]). Initial reference-free 2D class averaging was performed using RELION ([@bib56]). After 2D classification, particles corresponding to good class averages were selected ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A--C](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}), and the particles were further sorted using 3D classification in RELION. A reference model was generated by docking a PG9-V1V2 scaffold structure (PDB 3U4E) onto an Env trimer structure in complex with 8ANC195 (PDB 5CJX) and low pass filtering the model to 60 Å. Refinement for each of the complex structures was conducted using the best reconstruction from the 3D classification as a reference. The resolutions of final reconstructions were calculated with RELION ([@bib56]) using a gold-standard FSC and a 0.143 cutoff as recommended for resolution estimations for single particle EM reconstructions ([@bib55]) ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1D](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Cryo-EM data collection and processing {#s4-6}
--------------------------------------

Purified BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex was diluted to 60 μg/mL in TBS and vitrified in liquid ethane using a Mark IV Vitrobot. Sample grids were prepared by adding 3 µL of complex to glow discharged 200 Mesh Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 copper grids. Images were recorded using SerialEM ([@bib39]) on a Titan Krios electron microscope equipped with Gatan K2 Summit direct detector and an energy filter with a slit width of 20 eV. Exposures (15 s) were divided into 50 subframes with a dose rate of 2.92 electrons⋅pixel^−1^⋅subframe^−1^. After binning by two and motion correction, each image was 4k ×4k and 1.35 Å per pixel.

The dataset was motion corrected and dose weighted using Unblur and Summovie ([@bib5]; [@bib7]; [@bib19]). Motion-corrected micrographs without dose weighting were used for contrast transfer function (CTF) estimations. Motion-corrected micrographs with dose weighting were used for particle picking, and motion-corrected micrographs with dose weighting and restored noise power after filtering were used for all classification and refinement processes.

Particles were picked using the SWARM method of EMAN2.1 ([@bib63]) ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2A](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}), and CTF estimations were done using CTFFIND4 ([@bib49]) ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2B](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 2837 movies were collected. After motion correction and dose weighting, CTF curves were confidently fit beyond 6 Å in 1371 micrographs; the others were discarded. A total of \~100,000 particles were picked. Particles were classified in 2D with RELION ([@bib56]), resulting in 1000 2D classes. Of these, 28 classes from 76 k particles were selected as 'good' classes ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2C](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). For 3D classification, the negative-stain BG1-Env-8ANC195 structure ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) was used as a reference for initial 3D classification; eight 3D classes were then produced. After selecting three 3D classes as 'good' classes, 66 k particles remained for 3D refinement ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2C](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). Post-processing, particle polishing, and gold-standard FSC estimations were done after 3D refinement using RELION ([@bib56]) following procedures in the tutorial. Particle polishing did not improve the resolution of the reconstruction (data not shown), which was estimated to be 6.18 Å ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2A](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). Angular distribution plots showing were generated using RELION ([@bib56]) and visualized in UCSF Chimera ([@bib17]) (Figure 3---figure supplement 3B; [Figure 4---figure supplement 1C](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Local resolution estimations were done using ResMap ([@bib30]) (Figure 3---figure supplement 3C; [Figure 4---figure supplement 1D](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Using particles in the 6.18 Å reconstruction, we did another round of 3D classification in which the C~H~-C~L~ domains of the two BG1 Fabs and the three 8ANC195 Fabs were masked out ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2C](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}) to account for the ability of Fab C~H~-C~L~ domains to adopt multiple conformations with respect to V~H~-V~L~ domains due to different elbow bend angles ([@bib60]). After selecting two 3D classes as 'good' classes, 37k particles remained for 3D refinement (C~H~-C~L~ domains were also masked out during 3D refinement), which generated a structure that was also estimated to be 6.18 Å resolution using the gold standard FSC (Figure 3---figure supplement 3A). Unless otherwise noted, the reconstruction derived without masking out C~H~-C~L~ domains was used for structural analyses.

Although we used the 2:1 BG1-Env-8ANC195 reconstruction from negative-stain EM as the reference for 3D classification, one subclass (generated from 6.8% of all particles after 2D classification) contained density corresponding to three BG1 Fabs after the first round of 3D classification ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2C](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}; Figure 3---figure supplement 3D). Particles within that subclass were further refined (using a 60 Å low-pass-filtered reconstruction of that subclass during 3D classification) and post-processed following the standard procedure described in the RELION tutorial, resulting in a 27 Å structure of three BG1 Fabs bound to the Env-8ANC195 complex.

Purified PG9-Env-8ANC195 complexes were used to prepared sample grids as described for BG1-Env-8ANC195 complexes. Images were recorded on a Titan Krios electron microscope equipped with a Falcon II direct detector using FEI's automated data collection software EPU. 2 s exposures were divided into seven subframes, and the dose rate was 13.125 electrons⋅pixel^−1^⋅subframe^−1^. After binning by two and motion correction, each image was 4k × 4k and 1.75 Å per pixel. A total of 1767 movies were collected. The dataset was processed as described for the BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex. After motion correction and dose weighting, CTF curves were confidently fit to beyond 8 Å in 1223 micrographs; the others were discarded. A total of \~19k particles were picked. Particles were classified in 2D with RELION ([@bib56]), resulting in 200 2D classes. Of these, 15 classes from 12k particles were selected as 'good' classes ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1A](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). For 3D classification, the negative-stain structure of PG9-Env-8ANC195 ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) was used as a reference for initial 3D classification; two 3D classes were then produced. After selecting one 3D class as a 'good' class, 9.5k particles remained for 3D refinement ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1A](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). The angular distribution of all refinement particles were generated using RELION ([@bib56]) and visualized in UCSF Chimera ([@bib17]) ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1B](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Local resolution estimations were done by using ResMap ([@bib30]) ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1C](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). After 3D refinement, postprocessing and gold-standard FSC estimations were done by using RELION ([@bib56]) following procedures in the tutorial ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1D](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Model building {#s4-7}
--------------

Coordinates from crystal structures of individual components of the V1V2 Fab-Env-8ANC195 were fit by rigid body docking into cryo-EM density maps. The coordinates of 8ANC195 Fab \[Protein Data Bank (PDB 4P9M) and BG1 Fab (this study) were first docked into the corresponding densities, after which three gp41 monomer coordinates from a JR-FL trimer structure (PDB 5FUU) ([@bib33]) were fit. We used the JR-FL gp41 coordinates because they included coordinates for the fusion peptide and HR1~N~ regions ([@bib33]). Residues that differed between the JR-FL and BG505 gp41 were altered, and residues outside of EM density were deleted. Three gp120 monomers from a natively-glycosylated BG505 Env structure (PDB 5T3X) ([@bib20]) were fit individually into protomer densities. Coordinates for ordered N-linked glycans from the natively-glycosylated Env structure (PDB 5T3X) ([@bib20]) were fit separately as rigid bodies at potential N-linked glycosylation sites (PNGSs) at which EM density was apparent ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Glycan rings outside of EM density were removed. After initial rigid body docking, refinement of the complex was carried out using phenix.real_space_refine with secondary structure restraints for protein and geometric restraints for protein and N-glycan residues ([@bib1]; [@bib2]).

Accession numbers {#s4-8}
-----------------

CryoEM density maps have been deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank under accession numbers EMD-8693 (BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex) and EMDB-8695 (PG9-Env-8ANC195 complex). Coordinates were deposited in the Protein Data Bank under accession numbers 5VVF (BG1 Fab), 5VIY (BG1-Env-8ANC195 complex), and 5VJ6 (PG9-Env-8ANC195 complex).
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Asymmetric recognition of HIV-1 Env trimer by V1V2 loop-targeting antibodies\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by Arup Chakraborty as the Senior Editor and Reviewing Editor. The following individual involved in review of your submission has agreed to reveal his identity: Stephen C. Harrison (Reviewer \#1).

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

The manuscript characterizes BG-1, an antibody directed at the V1-V2 loop of HIV Env, which is different from other well-studied antibodies that bind this region. In particular, BG-1 has a shorter and less prominent CDRH3 loop than antibodies such as PG9, PG16, and PGT145, and two Fabs (or IgGs) bind per Env, not just one. The manuscript describes (a) a high-resolution crystal structure of the BG-1 Fab, showing a relatively \"flat\" paratope; (b) a \~6 Å cryoEM structure of a complex of two BG-1 Fabs bound with BG505.664 SOSIP Env; (c) various lower resolution structures, both by negative-stain EM and by cryo, that offer comparison with PG9. The structural work is well described; despite some preferential orientation woes ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}), faced by almost everyone in this business, the map in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} appears to be well interpreted. The manuscript is clear, complete, well-written, soundly interpreted, and well-justified. The experimental scope is exhaustive, leaving \"no stone unturned\". The results are interesting, with impact for an audience larger than the specializing HIV bNAb community.

We request that the PDB evaluation reports for the reported structures be provided before acceptance. We also request that you consider whether you wish to address the following points prior to publication.

1\) A blow-up detail, contoured to show helical rods, should be added to [Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}, as \~6 Å should show nicely defined helices when contoured appropriately. Because preferential orientation will make the gp41 helices along the 3fold axis look particularly nice, the authors should choose other helices, skewed to the preferred direction.

2\) There are some issues that might benefit from more detail.

A\) Is the binding of these \"first\" two BG-1 Fabs cooperative, anti-cooperative, or neither? It would be interesting to have a titration curve (from biolayer interferometry?), to add quantitative specifics to the narrative in the fourth paragraph of the Discussion. Clearly, binding of the third ligand is strongly anti-cooperative, for BG505 SOSIP, at any rate. The structure indeed explains why. But for a trimer not stabilized by the SOSIP mutations, which one might expect to fluctuate \"open\" more readily, would BG-1 then bind with 3:1 rather than 2:1 stoichiometry? Or is the proposed quaternary interaction with a glycan from the neighboring gp120 enough to stabilize the closed state?

B\) Related to this last question is the issue of neutralization. How broad is the range of isolates neutralized by BG-1? If Envs that tended to open up readily were actually favored to do so by capture of three BG-1 antibodies, rather than disfavored to do so because of a quaternary interaction of the first antibody to bind, then one might even imagine the apparently paradoxical outcome that these antibodies would neutralize tier 2 strains better than tier 1s (since tiers 1 and 2 correlate with stability of the \"closed\" state with respect to \"open\" ones).

Perhaps the best way to summarize both these points is to ask: how \"quaternary\" is BG-1? The structure may not answer this question definitively (limitation of resolution, fluctuation of glycan, etc.), but binding data might shed light on it. The broader point has to do with the desirability of trying to elicit antibodies of this kind with a vaccine. The paper would be even stronger if this point could be argued directly. Perhaps the relevant data are available but not included here. If so, it would help at least to summarize them. The manuscript is suitable for *eLife*, precisely because it illustrates these general but also subtle issues, appreciated by very few in the HIV field. The authors do appreciate them (as far as this reader can tell), but it would therefore be good for them to be more explicit.

10.7554/eLife.27389.032

Author response

*\[...\] We request that the PDB evaluation reports for the reported structures be provided before acceptance. We also request that you consider whether you wish to address the following points prior to publication.*

Submitted with the revised manuscript.

*1) A blow-up detail, contoured to show helical rods, should be added to [Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}, as \~6 Å should show nicely defined helices when contoured appropriately. Because preferential orientation will make the gp41 helices along the 3fold axis look particularly nice, the authors should choose other helices, skewed to the preferred direction.*

Panel D in [Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"} now shows a density map in which helices can be seen in a variety of orientations. In addition, we submitted a supplemental video with the revised manuscript that shows the model and density while rotating, thus densities for all parts of the model can be examined.

*2) There are some issues that might benefit from more detail.*

*A) Is the binding of these \"first\" two BG-1 Fabs cooperative, anti-cooperative, or neither? It would be interesting to have a titration curve (from biolayer interferometry?), to add quantitative specifics to the narrative in the fourth paragraph of the Discussion. Clearly, binding of the third ligand is strongly anti-cooperative, for BG505 SOSIP, at any rate. The structure indeed explains why. But for a trimer not stabilized by the SOSIP mutations, which one might expect to fluctuate \"open\" more readily, would BG-1 then bind with 3:1 rather than 2:1 stoichiometry? Or is the proposed quaternary interaction with a glycan from the neighboring gp120 enough to stabilize the closed state?*

These are very interesting questions. We're not sure how to use biolayer interferometry to gain information about whether the BG1 binding interaction is cooperative or not (also, we have no access to a BLI Octet machine). However, we routinely perform binding studies by surface plasmon resonance (SPR using a Biacore), an alternative technology for real-time label-free detection of binding interactions. In this case, we have never observed evidence of cooperative binding for Fabs interacting with Env trimer. It is certainly possible to model binding data using various models postulating conformational change(s) and/or cooperativity, but this is discouraged by Rich and Myszka in their 2009 review (Grading the commercial optical biosensor literature -- Class of 2008: 'The Mighty Binders') because data (of any sort) will always be better fit by adding extra parameters to a model. Cooperativity or anti-cooperativity would be reflected in the Hill coefficients of equilibrium binding curves (or in vitro neutralization curves).

Unfortunately, other factors, such as heterogeneity, also influence observed Hill coefficients. Indeed, gp120 glycan heterogeneity is likely to have a substantial effect on such curves for BG1, and it would be difficult or impossible to deconvolute the effects of cooperativity and heterogeneity. Thus, we do not believe that we can accurately measure the degree of cooperativity of multiple BG1 Fabs binding to Env.

*B) Related to this last question is the issue of neutralization. How broad is the range of isolates neutralized by BG-1? If Envs that tended to open up readily were actually favored to do so by capture of three BG-1 antibodies, rather than disfavored to do so because of a quaternary interaction of the first antibody to bind, then one might even imagine the apparently paradoxical outcome that these antibodies would neutralize tier 2 strains better than tier 1s (since tiers 1 and 2 correlate with stability of the \"closed\" state with respect to \"open\" ones).*

This is also a very interesting issue. Thanks for raising it.

Regarding the breadth of BG1: it is not as broad as PG9 or PG16, largely because of its sensitivity to glycosylation at position 130 (as discussed in the Comparison of BG1 and PG9 epitopes and paratopessection) (see Freund et al., 2017, for neutralization data). Comparing the activities of BG1 and PG9 on tier 1 strains vs. non-tier 1 strains, both antibodies show somewhat greater potency and breadth on tier 1 strains (see [Author response image 1](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} -- coverage curves figure). Thus, BG1 does not neutralize tier 2 strains better than tier 1 strains. Neutralization studies (such as Brandenbert et al., PLoS Pathog. 13, e1006313, 2017) indicate that a single antibody molecule binding to an Env trimer is generally sufficient to neutralize that trimer, and since a BG1 IgG molecule can only bind with a single Fab at a time, strains able to bind three BG1s per spike might not have greater BG1 sensitivity. Hence, if tier 1 strains have more open Env trimers that can bind three BG1 IgGs, this might not be apparent in the BG1 IC50s of those strains.10.7554/eLife.27389.020Author response image 1.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.27389.020](10.7554/eLife.27389.020)

*Perhaps the best way to summarize both these points is to ask: how \"quaternary\" is BG-1? The structure may not answer this question definitively (limitation of resolution, fluctuation of glycan, etc.), but binding data might shed light on it. The broader point has to do with the desirability of trying to elicit antibodies of this kind with a vaccine. The paper would be even stronger if this point could be argued directly. Perhaps the relevant data are available but not included here. If so, it would help at least to summarize them. The manuscript is suitable for eLife, precisely because it illustrates these general but also subtle issues, appreciated by very few in the HIV field. The authors do appreciate them (as far as this reader can tell), but it would therefore be good for them to be more explicit.*

Given that BG1 is more heavily somatically mutated than more potent V1V2 bNAbs such as PG9 and PG16, we think it is probably not desirable to try to deliberately raise this type of antibody by vaccination. However, it is likely that immunogens designed to target the V1V2 site would raise both PG9- and BG1-types of antibodies. As discussed at the end of the Discussion section of the paper, immunogens designed to raise bNAbs against the V1V2 epitope would require removal of the Asn130 glycan if the goal was to target both types of antibodies. Keeping the Asn130 glycan would likely discourage BG1-style antibodies, but would not be incompatible with PG9-style antibodies.

[^1]: 23andMe, Mountain View, United States.

[^2]: Department of Clinical Microbiology and Immunology, Sackler School of Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel.

[^3]: \*Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell.
